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**Abstract:** The article considers the classical models of career development which are characterized by the stable period. The analysis of the career of the 40-year-old Muscovites shows that the stability in its pure form is hardly observed (mostly among doctors). The stabilization with its rises and falls is observed much more often. What was found is “stabilization without stabilization” which is the ongoing changes based on self-improvement and high professional needs. It was revealed that the particularities of career development refer to the type of identity, macro social changes and events in personal/family life.
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Abstract: The article is based on the study which was recognized to be the best at the competition of student works on sociology conducted by VCIOM in 2010-2011.

The article encompasses the problems of organization of scientific work by scholars who got their PhD in foreign universities and returned to Russia to go on their research. The study is based on the data of the research “Return of the Brains” devoted to the readaptation of Russian scientists in the scientific community after they took their PhD abroad; the study was conducted by the Department of General Sociology of the Novosibirsk State University in 2010. The analysis of the transcripts of the interviews allowed studying the experience of reintegration into the scientific community and organization of the activity as one of the possible ways of modernization of Russian science.
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Abstract: The article is based on one of the final students’ works of the competition of the students’ works conducted by VCIOM in 2010-2011. The article describes the results of the empiric study devoted to the problem of patriotism among the young people. The attitudes of students towards state policy, factors that influence their patriotism and specifics of its display are being analyzed. The article shapes the basic problems of the patriotic education of the youth.
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